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Abstract. microRNAs are associated with diseases and play a vital role in the development of various
cancers. Biological network analysis provides novel insights in understanding basic mechanisms controlling
normal biological processes and disease pathologies. Computational prediction of disease-associated human
microRNAs is one of the complementary means. In the present study we computationally determined the
disease association of all human microRNA predicted targets and the leads were identified for the most
prevalent disease. The complete list of human microRNAs was downloaded and the target genes of
individual microRNA were retrieved based on miTG score using target prediction program. The resultant
network was investigated based on the association of nodes with a relevant pathway, disease and pathological
event. Structure-based virtual screening involves docking of screened compounds and the protein target and
the leads were identified based on the affinity and free energy of binding values. After extensive research,
breast cancer was identified as the most significant disease and the compounds such as Indolocarbozole,
Camptothecin, Lucidenic Acid, Quercetin and Staurosporine were considered as best leads for ZNF439.
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1. Introduction
microRNAs are single-stranded RNA molecules of approximately 22 nucleotides in length and the level
of translation is regulated by gene expression. microRNAs binds to the 3’ untranslated region (3’UTR) of
target mRNAs by mediating posttranscriptional regulation of protein-coding genes and their main function is
to downregulate gene expression including translational repression, mRNA cleavage and deadenylation.
Thus miRNAs play an important role in fine-tuning the diverse cellular functions such as development,
differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis and metabolism [1].
Zinc finger proteins are encoded with zinc mediated nucleic acid binding proteins. The ZNFs are
abundantly found in eukaryotic genomes and their main functions are deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
recognition, protein folding and assembly, transcriptional activation, lipid binding, regulation of apoptosis
and ribonucleic acid (RNA) packaging, the structure of ZNF439 is as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Structure of ZNF439
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Network Analysis
The human miRNAs was extracted from miRBASE Release 17 [2]. The target genes of individual
miRNA were explored using Diana-microT 3.0 target prediction program [3]. Highly reliable targets were
selected based on the miTG score ≥ 20, because the targets exhibited significantly a lower precision score
with the miTG score < 20. The gene names of miRNA target genes were uploaded onto Cytoscape [4].
Reactome FIs and Nemo are the Cytoscape plugins. Reactome FIs plugin constructs human miRNA gene
interaction network based on the gene set analysis and Nemo plugin analyze the biological network of
miRNA and reveals the ranking based on the clustered network. The score of clustered network was
consistent from rank 1 to rank 7 (i.e., Score= 49.872). Considering the gene IDs from rank1 to rank7 for
finding the pathway, disease and pathological event, the biological networking of human miRNA (Fig. 2) is
an undirected graph consisted of nodes and edges where each node represents one miRNA and an edge
represents connection between two nodes (miRNAs).

Fig. 2: Biological Networking of Human miRNA

2.2. Target Identification
After finding the pathway, disease and pathological event for an individual gene ID, the number of
occurrences of pathway, disease and pathological event was analysed. The analysis results of pathway,
disease and pathological event are as represented graphically below in the Fig. 3, 4 & 5. The results of
biological networking revealed that the rank one pathway as p53 signalling pathway, the rank one disease
and the rank one pathological event as breast cancer. The network analysis of breast cancer genes was
performed using VisANT and the most interacting genes which is predominantly influencing for breast
cancer was ZNF439 (PDBID: 2I13) [5].

Fig. 3: Analysis of Pathway

Fig. 4: Analysis of Disease
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Fig. 5: Analysis of Pathological event

2.3. Virtual Screening
A small molecule library of anti-cancer agents for breast cancer containing 191 compounds was created.
Lipinski’s rule of five was chosen as compound filter for virtual screening of this library using ZNF439 as
the protein target and hence 122 screened compounds were qualified. The successful compounds were
subjected to energy minimization using Marvin Sketch. Structure-based virtual screening using AutoDock
Vina was then performed on these minimum energy conformers [6]. The compounds were ranked based on
their docking scores. Top ten compounds were redocked with Hex 6.3 and obtained free energy of binding
results [7]. The Binding sites of these ten compounds were predicted using Q-SiteFinder and hydrogen bond
interaction was utilized as a filter for the post processing of docking results, out of which five compounds
showed Hydrogen bond interactions using PyMOL [8] as shown in the below Fig. 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10. Hence,
these five compounds were proposed to be the best Lead molecules for ZNF439 with their predicted half
maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) value with EcoliTox being reported [9].

Fig. 6: Indolocarbozole and ZNF439

Fig. 7: Camptothecin and ZNF439

Fig. 9: Quercetin and ZNF439

Fig. 8: Lucidenic Acid and ZNF439

Fig. 10: Staurosporine and ZNF439

3. Results
Table 1: Analysis of Interaction with ZNF439, Autodock Vinaa, Hex 6.3b results
Serial
No.

POTENTIAL LEAD
COMPOUND

DOCKING
SCOREa
(kcal/mol)

FREE ENERGY
OF BINDINGb

INTERACTING RESIDUES

1)

INDOLOCARBOZOLE

- 9.2

- 272.39

GLU -103, HIS-120, ALA-95, SER-116,
ARG-98, GLN-117, THR-99

2)

CAMPTOTHECIN

- 8.8

- 255.77

LYS-85

3)

LUCIDENIC ACID

- 8.5

- 255.35

SER-86

4)

QUERCETIN

- 8.5

- 274.02

LYS-85

5)

STAUROSPORINE

- 8.5

- 268.06

PRO-77, TYR-78, LYS-104, SER-114
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Fig. 10: Structure of Indolocarbozole

Fig. 11: Structure of Camptothecin

Fig. 13: Structure of Quercetin

Fig. 12: Structure of Lucidenic Acid

Fig. 14: Structure of Staurosporine

4. Discussion
In general, hundreds of target mRNAs are concurrently downregulated by a single miRNA by pairing to
the 3’UTR of mRNA from either perfect or imperfect sequence complementarity. miRNAs provide a wide
range of cellular functions such as differentiation, metabolism, development, apoptosis and proliferation[10].
In the present study, analysis of miRNA target network showed that the most relevant pathological event is
‘breast cancer’. Furthermore, the highly relevant diseases include ‘breast cancer, ‘prostate cancer’, and
‘colectoral cancer’.The human microRNAome plays a more specialized role in regulation of tumorigenesis.
Therefore, the miRNA might serve as the most effective approach to suppressing the tumorigenic potential
of a wide range of cancers simultaneously miRNA-based therapy directed to targeting many cancerassociated pathways [10].
Familial breast cancers are associated with defects in RING-finger proteins.Recently,the genome-wide
sequencing studies in breast cancer have identified zinc finger protein 668 (ZNF668) as a breast tumor
suppressor gene which mainly functions in regulating p53 stability [12].
The Lead compounds such as Indolocarbozole, Camptothecin, Lucidenic Acid, Quercetin and
Staurosporine are the natural products and provides significant anti-cancer activity. Staurosporine and
Rebeccamycin are the natural products belong to the family of indolocarbazole alkaloids with antitumor
properties. Currently an intense effort exists for the creation of indolocarbazole derivatives for the treatment
of cancer and neurodegenerative disorders [13].

5. Conclusion
The protocol used in our work can be applied to find targets for other diseases and propose leads for
these targets. In the present study, the reliable predicted targets of all human miRNAs constructed
biologically meaningful disease gene network of 1509 nodes and 7476 edges. In the human miRNA target
network, the most relevant pathway predicted is p53 Signaling Pathway, the disease is Breast Cancer and the
pathological event is Breast Cancer. The most suitable target for breast cancer has been identified as ZNF439.
A small molecule library of anti-cancer agents was screened to identify best Leads. The compounds such as
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Indolocarbozole, Camptothecin, Lucidenic Acid, Quercetin and Staurosporine were considered as best leads
for ZNF439 which shows favourable interactions computationally. As these are predicted to be promising
lead compounds, they can be prioritized for synthesis and testing, through In-vitro assays and optimization of
breast cancer and other related cancers.
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